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Abstract 
For m >~ 3, let .~,, be the family of graphs G that possesses an independent set partition 
{AI . . . . .  Am} such that the subgraphs of G induced by Ai U Aj are trees except one, which is a 
tbrest having two components. Let t(G) denote the number of triangles in G. It is shown that 
for each G of order n in ~m, 
t (G)<~(3n-2m)(m2 1)  - (m-2) .  
o(G) 5(3n 2m) 2 
In this paper, we characterize (1) the graphs in ,7,, with p(G) - 0 and (2) the graphs 
in ~3 with p(G) = 1. By applying the first characterization, we deduce that a graph G of 
order n>>,m is in ,~-m with p(G) = 0 iff its chromatic polynomial is given by 2(2 - 1).- .  
(2 - m + 3)(2 - m + 2)2(2 - m + 1 ),-m By applying the second characterization, we (i) classify 
some of the graphs G in ~3 with p(G) = 1 via their chromatic polynomials and (ii) show that 
the graphs obtained from the wheels of even order by deleting two consecutive spokes are 
uniquely determined by their chromatic polynomials, which solves partially Problem 4 in Koh 
and Teo (1990). 
1. Introduction 
Given a (simple) graph G with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G),  we shall denote 
by v(G),e(G),c(G), and z(G) its order, size, number of components and chromatic 
number, respectively. The subgraph of G induced by S, where S C_ V(G), is denoted by 
[S]. For x E V(G), we denote by d(x) the degree of  x, and by Nx the set of neighbours 
of x in G. 
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Let P(G, 2) be the chromatic polynomial of G. Two graphs G and H are said to be 
z-equivalent, written G ~ H, if P(G,2) = P(H,2). The relation '~ '  is evidently an 
equivalence relation on the class of graphs. We denote by (G) the equivalence class 
determined by G under '~ ' ,  i.e., (G)={H [H~G}. A graph G is said to be z-unique 
if (G) = {G} up to isomorphism. When we say to study the chromaticity of a class 
of graphs we mean to study the problem of determining the equivalence classes 
of graphs under '~ '  in f¢. In recent years, research on the chromaticity of classes of 
graphs has been quite active, as shown in the survey articles [7,8, 12]. 
The complete graph Kn of order n ~> 2 and the cycle C, of order n/> 3 are two trivial 
z-unique graphs. Xu and Li [15] showed that the wheel Wn of order n~>5 is z-unique 
i fn  is odd, and it is still not known if W, is z-unique for even n~>12 (see [9,11]). A 
vertex x of a graph G is called a simplicial vertex if d(x) = 0 or [Nx] is a complete 
subgraph of G. For q ~> 1, the q-tree of least order is Kq. A graph G of order n, where 
n > q, is called a q-tree if G contains a simplicial vertex x of degree q and G - x 
is a q-tree of order n - 1. Chao et al. [1] proved that the family of q-trees of the 
same order forms an equivalence class under '~ ' .  Let W(n,r), where l<.r<~n- 2, 
denote the graph obtained from W, by deleting all but r consecutive spokes. Chia 
[2] proved that for even n~>6, the graph W(n,n - 2) is z-unique. Notice that if G 
is a q-tree and z(G) = m (m = q or m = q + 1), then every two of the m colour 
classes induce a tree. Also, for even n~>6, z(W(n,n - 2)) = 3 and every two of the 
three colour classes induce a tree. Motivated by these observations, Dong and Koh [4] 
introduced and studied the following more general family of graphs. Given a graph 
G, a partition {AI . . . . .  Am} of V(G) is called an independent set partition of G if Ai 
is an independent set of G for all i with 1 ~< i ~< m. A graph G is said to satisfy the 
condition (T) if G possesses an independent set partition {A1,...,Am} for some m t>2 
such that [AiUAj] is a tree for all i and j  with l~<i < j<~rn. Let .Y-- be the family of 
graphs satisfying (T), and for m ~>2, let ~--m be the family of graphs G in ~-- which 
possess uch an independent set partition with exactly m sets. 
The triangle number of a graph G, denoted by t(G), is the number of C3's in G. 
The problem of determining the maximum or minimum value of t(G) in terms of 
v(G) and/or e(G) is interesting in its own fight and has received much attention (see, 
for instance, [5,6,10]). The notion t(G) is related to that of P(G,2). Indeed, if we 
write P(G, 2) = ,-1 •i=0 (-1)ihi 2"-i, where n = v(G), then t(G) = (e(G)) _ h2. Now, let 
t(m, n) = max{t(G)[G C Y-m, v(G) = n}. It turns out that the (m - 1)-trees of order n, 
n ~>m, are the graphs G in Ym such that t(G) = t(m,n). This observation was actually 
implicited in the proof of Chao, Li and Xu's above result [1]. By investigating the 
structure of the graphs G in J-m with t(G) = t (m,n) -  1, Dong and Koh [4] further 
obtained a number of new results on the chromaticity of the graphs in ~--m, including 
Chia's result [2] on W(n,n -  2). 
Wanner [13] studied a family of graphs which are the subgraphs of q-trees obtained 
by deleting an edge that is contained in exactly q -  1 triangles, and showed that 
this family of graphs of the same order forms an equivalence class under '~ ' .  We 
notice that in such a graph, any pair of colour classes induces a tree, except one 
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which induces a forest with two components. The following question is contained in 
Problem 4 of [7]: Is the graph W(n,n - 3) x-unique? Observe that for even n~>6, 
z(W(n,n-  3))=~ 3 and again any pair of the three colour classes induces a tree, 
except one which induces a forest with two components. These observations motivate 
the introduction of the following family of graphs. A graph G is said to satisfy (F) 
if G contains an independent set partition {AI . . . . .  Am}, m>>-2, such that all [Ai UAj] 
are trees except one, say [A1 U A2], which is a forest having two components. Let 
.N be the family of graphs satisfying (F), and for m >~2, let .~-m be the family of 
graphs in .~- that possess uch an independent set partition with exactly m sets. Given 
G E ,N, let J (G)  be the family of independent set partitions with which G satisfies 
(F). Let t'(m, n)=-max{t(G)lG E ,~,~, v(G)= n}. In this paper, we first characterize the 
structure of the graphs G in ,~-m with t(G) = F(m,n). It turns out that this is precisely 
the family of graphs studied by Wanner [13]. By applying our characterization theorem, 
we deduce immediately that these graphs G form an equivalence class under '~ ' .  We 
then proceed to characterize the graphs G in .~-3 such that t(G) = t ' (3 ,n ) -  l, and the 
characterization is used to investigate the chromaticity of some of the graphs in ~.  In 
particular, we show that W(n,n-3) is z-unique if n>~6 is even, which solves partially 
Problem 4 in [7]. 
2. The triangle number 
Our aim in this section is to derive an expression for t(G), where G E ~ m, and 
deduce from it a sharp upper bound for t(G) in terms of m and v(G). 
Lemma 2.1. For any graph G of order n in ~m, 
e (G)=(m-1)n - (m)  -1"2  
Proof. Let {AI . . . . .  Am} E J(G). Then 
= Z e([Ai UAj]) = -1  + e(G) 
1 <~i<j<~m 
2 " 
(IA I + IAjl- l) 
I <~i<j<.m 
[] 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that Yr O ~s = (3 for any two distinct r and s. Thus ~ 
is partitioned into o~2,,~-3 . . . . .  Note that ~2 is the family of forests G with c(G) = 2. 
We shall assume in the sequel that G c ~m, {A1 ..... Am} E J(G) and m~>3. 
For any i and j with l~<i < j<~m, and x E V(G)\(Ai UAj), let d(x, Ai,Aj) = 
[Nr N (Ai U Aj) I and p(x, Ai,Aj) = c([Nx N (Ai U A j)]) - 1. Obviously, d(x, Ai,Aj)>~ 1 
and thus p(x, Ai,Aj)>~O. Note that [Nx n (Ai UAj)] is a forest, and so p(x, Ai,Aj)= 0 
iff [Nx N (Ai UAj)] is a tree. 
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Lemma 2.2. For l <~i < j<~m and x E Ak, where k # i,j, 
f IA~I + IAzl + 1,4./I - 3 - t([Al UA2 UAj]), 
xEAk ~ p(x, Ai,Aj) ], IAil + tAil + IAk[ - 2 - t([Ai tJAj UAk]), 
{i,k} = {1,2}, 
otherwise. 
Proof. Observe that 
t([Ai U Aj UAk]) = ~ ( d(x, Ai,Aj ) - c([Nx f-) (Ai UAj)])) 
xEAk 
= ~ (d(x, Ai,Aj) - 1 - p(x, Ai ,Aj))  
xEAk 
= e([Ai UAk]) + e([Aj UAk]) - IAkl -- ~ p(x, Ai,Aj). 
xEAk 
The result thus follows. [] 
Corollary 1. For any graph G in ~m, there ex&ts a vertex xk in Ak such that 
p(Xk,Al,A2)>~ 1 for each k = 3 . . . . .  m. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, for any k ~> 3, 
p(x, A1,A2) = 1 + ~ p(x, A2,Ak). 
xcA~ xEAi 
The result thus follows. [] 
Corollary 2. For any graph G in ~m, 
~ p(x, Ai,Aj)  = m - 2 + 
l <~i<j<k<~m xEAk 
~ p(x, Ai,Ak) 
l <~i <j <k <~m xEAi 
= m - 2 + ~ ~ p(x, Aj,Ak). 
l <~i<j<k<~m xEAi 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, for 1 ~< i < j < k ~< m, we have 
f 
p(x, Ai,Aj)  = 
xEAh ~ ExCAj  
p(x, Ai,Ak ) + 1, 
p(x, Ai, Ak), 
when i= 1, j=2 ,  
otherwise. 
Thus 
~ p(x, Ai,Aj) = m - 2 + ~ ~ p(x, Ai,Ak). 
l<~i<j<k<~m xEAk l<~i<j<k<~m xCA/ 
Similarly, 
~ p(x, Ai,Aj)  = m - 2 + ~ ~ p(x, Aj,Ak). 
l <.i<j<k<~m xGAk l <~i<j<k<~m xCAi 
[] 
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Lemma 2.3. For any graph G of order n in ~m, 
(m--l)2 t(G)= (3n-2m)  - ~ ~-" ( )~_~px,  Ai Aj. 
l<~i<j<k<~m x6A~ 
(l) 
Proof .  By  Lemma 2.2, 
t (G)  = Z t([Ai UAj UAk]) 
I <~i<j<k<~m 
1 <~i<j<k<~m x6Ak 
and hence (1) follows. [] 
Z Z p(x'Ai'Aj)' 
l <~i<j<k<~m xEA: 
For a graph G E ~m and any pairwise distinct i, j and k with 1 ~< i,j, k <~ m, since 
[Ai UAk] or  [mj UAk] is connected, p(x, Ai,Aj)>~O for any x E Ak. Thus, by Corollary 
2 above, 
~ p(x, Ai,Aj)>~m - 2. 
l<~i<j<k<~m xGAk 
By Lemma 2.3, we have: 
Corollary. For any graph G of order n in ~/" m , 
Jl -2m)(m-1)  - (m-2) '2  t(G) <~ : (3n [] 
For convenience, we shall denote by p(G), where G C •~m, the absolute value of 
the difference between t(G) and the upper bound, i.e., 
1 (m-1)_ (m_2)_ t (G)"  p(G) = ~(3n - 2m) 2 
For h = 0, 1,..., let 
~- = {G E I p(G) h}. • m,h ~'~ = 
By applying Corollary 2 to Lemma 2.2, and Lemma 2.3, for G C ~-m,h, we have 
{ ~l<~i<j<k<~m x~A~ p(x, Aj,Ak) = h 
~l<~i<j<k<~m xEA,  p(x, Ai,Ak) = h 
~l<~i<j<k<~m -~xGA~ p(x, Ai,Aj) = h + m - 2. 
(2) 
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3. Chordal graphs 
To establish the structural theorems in the following sections, we need some results 
on chordal graphs. 
A cycle Ck of order k~>4 of a graph H is said to be pure if [V(Ck)] ~ Ck. H 
is called a chordal graph (or triangulated graph) if it contains no pure cycle. Every 
q-tree is a chordal graph and every induced subgraph of a chordal graph is itself a 
chordal graph. 
Lemma 3.1 (Dirac [3]). Let H be a chordal graph of order n>>.2 and H ~ Kn. Then 
there exist two nonadjacent simplicial vertices in H. 
Lemma 3.2 (Dong and Koh [4]). Let H be a graph, and {B1 . . . . .  Br} be an indepen- 
dent set partition of H, where r >~2. Then H is a chordal graph if the following three 
conditions hold: 
(i) [Bi UBr] is a forest for each i = 1,2 . . . . .  r -  1; 
(ii) H - Br is a chordal graph; 
(iii) When r>~3, for any x E B~ and any i,j with 1 <~i < j<<.r - 1, either x is an 
isolated vertex in [Bi U Bj U B~] or [Nx N (Bi U Bj)] is a tree. 
Corollary. Let {B1,B2 . . . . .  Br} be an independent set partition of a graph H, where 
r>~2, such that [BiUBj] is a forest for all i,j with l <~i < j<.r. I f  for all i , j ,k with 
1 <~i < j < k<~r and for any x C Bk, either x is an isolated vertex in [Bi UBj UBk] 
or [Nx N (Bi U Bj)] is a tree, then H is a chordal graph. 
4. Graphs having maximum triangle number 
In this section, we shall determine the structure of the graphs G in ~m having 
maximum t(G), i.e., with p(G) = 0. We begin with the following observation. 
Lemma 4.1. Let G E ~-m. Then p( G) = 0 iff G is a chordal graph. 
Proof. Assume p(G) = 0. By (2) in Section 2, 
~ p(x, Aj,Ak) --- O. 
1 <~i<j<k<~m xEAi 
Thus p(x, Aj,Ak) = 0, i.e., [Nx N(Aj UAk)] is a tree for any x E Ai and any i , j ,k with 
1 ~< i < j < k ~< m. By the corollary to Lemma 3.2, G is a chordal graph. 
Assume p(G)>~ 1. Then by (2) in Section 2 again, 
~ p(x,  A j ,  Ak ) >~ 1. 
l <~i <j <k <~m xCAi 
Thus p(x, Aj,Ak)>~ 1 for some vertex x E Ai and some i , j ,k with 1 ~<i < j < k<~m. 
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Since [Aj UAk] is a tree, there exists a pure cycle in [{x} U (Aj UAk)]. Hence G is not 
a chordal graph. E] 
Our next result follows directly from the definitions of ~- and g .  
Lemma 4.2. Let  G be a graph o f  order n in ~m. I f  X & a simplieial vertex in G, 
then m - 2<<.d(x)<<.m - 1, and 
{ G-x~-K , - l ,  G -xE  ~ J/ m~ 
G_xE ~'~-'m, 
when d(x)  =- m - 2, n = m, 
when d(x)  = m-  2,n > m, 
when d(x)  = m - l ,n  > m. [] 
Let H1 and H2 be two graphs, each of which containing an induced subgraph iso- 
morphic to a graph Q. A graph H is called a Q-gluing of Hi and H2 if H is obtained 
from the union of/41 and /-/2 by identifying Q. We are now ready to establish our 
first main result. 
Theorem 4.1. A graph G is in ~m,O iff G is a gm-2-g lu&g o f  two (m - 1)-trees, as 
shown in Fig. 1. 
Proof. The sufficiency can be verified readily. We shall now prove the necessity. Let 
G be a graph of order n in ~m,0. We shall prove the result by induction on n. By 
Lemma 4.1, G is a chordal graph. 
Assume n = m. By the definition of ~ ,  G is a Kn_2-gluing of  two K , - l ' s .  
Assume n > m. By Lemma 3.1, G contains two nonadjacent simplicial vertices u 
and v. By Lemma 4.2, m - 2<<.d(x)<~m - 1, where x E {u,v}.  I f  d(u)  = m - 2, 
then by Lemma 4.2, G - u E 9-m. Thus d(v) = m - 1. So either d(u)  = m - 1 or 
d(v) = m - 1, say the latter. By Lemma 4.2, G - v E ~m. Since G - v is a chordal 
graph, by Lemma 4.1, G - v E .~-m,0. By induction hypothesis, G - v is a Km_2-gluing 
of two (m - 1 )-trees. It follows that G is also a Km_z-gluing of two (m - 1 )-trees. [~ 
Fig. 1. A Km_2-gluing of  two (m - 1 )-trees. 
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Corollary. For any graph G of order n in fire, o, 
P(G, 2) = 2(2 - 1 ) . . . (Z -  m + 3)(2 - m + 2)2(2 - m + l)n-m. (3) 
Suppose G is a graph of order n having its P(G, 2) given in (3). Is G necessarily 
in O~m,0? In what follows, we shall apply Theorem 4.1 to give a positive answer to 
this question. 
The following result says that the family of  q-trees of the same order forms an 
equivalence class under '~ ' .  
Lemma 4.3 (Chao, Li and Xu [1]). A graph H of order n is a q-tree, where 
q<~n, iff 
P(H, 2) = 2(Z - 1) . - .  (2 - q + 1)(2 - q)n-q. 
Theorem 4.2. The family of graphs of the same order in fm, O forms an equivalence 
class under '~' 
Proof. We shall show that i fH  is a graph of order n having its P(H,2)  given in (3), 
where n/> m, then H E ~m,0. 
Case 1: n = m. In this case, 
P(H,2)  = 2(Z-  1)- . .  (Z - m + 3) (2 -  m + 2) 2 . 
By Lemma 4.3, H is a (m - 2)-tree of order m. Clearly, H E ~m,0. 
Case 2: n>~m + 1. In this case, we have 
z(H) = m and P(H,m)/m! = 2. 
Let {B1,B2 . . . . .  Bin} be an independent set partition of V(H). Thus there exists at most 
one pair of  sets Bi and By, 1 <~i <j<~m, such that [BiUBj] is disconnected. I f  [BiUBj] 
is connected for each pair of i and j with 1 ~< i < j ~< m, then 
1 <~i<j<~m I <~i<j<~m 
However, it is known that ' -e (H) '  is the coefficient of 2 n-] in P(H,2), i.e., e(H) = 
(m-  1 )n -  (2 ) -  1, a contradiction. Thus all the subgraphs [Bi U Bj] are trees except 
one, which is a forest with two components. Hence H E ~,n. It is also known that 
t(H) = (e(zH)) --h2, where h2 is the absolute value of  the coefficient of  ,~n-2  in P(H, 2). 
By expression (3), 
h2=(e Y ) - Z 
l <~i<<.m--3 2 2 
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It follows that 
t (H) :  ~(3n-2m)(m;1) - (m-2) .  
Thus p(H) = 0 and so H E ,2,,,0, as was to be shown. [] 
Wanner [13] showed that the graphs having (3) as their chromatic polynomials are 
those obtained from q-trees by deleting an edge that is contained in exactly q -  1 
triangles. Combining this with Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we have: 
Corollary. Let G be a graph of  order n and let m be an inteyer such that n >~ m >~ 3. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) G E/'~m,0; 
(ii) G is a Km-2-yluing of  two (m-  l)-trees; 
(iii) G = H - e, where H is an (m - 1 )-tree, and e is an edge contained in exactly 
m - 2 triangles of  H; 
(iv) P(G,2)  is given in (3). 
5. The structure of graphs in ~3,1 
We shall now characterize the graphs in ,~-3,1. Throughout his section, we assume 
that G E ~-3,1 and {A1,Az,A3} E J (G) .  Observe, by (2) in Section 2 that 
p(x, A2,A3) = 1, ~ p(x, Ai,A3) = 1, ~ p(x, Ai,A2) = 2. 
xEAq xEA2 xEA3 
As c([Nd)~>l for any vertex x in V(G), we have: 
Lemma 5.1. For G 
such that Jor any x 
E ~3,1,  there exist vertices Xl E A1, x2 E A2 and X3,l,X3, 2 E A3 
• V(G), 
1 l fx  = X1,X2, 
1 ~'X=X3,1,X3,2,X3.1 :fi X3,2, 
c({Nx]) -  1 ----- (4) 
2 i f  x=x3,  1 = X3,2, 
0 otherwise. 
Since [A2 UA3] is 
This path P together 
However, we have: 
a tree, there is a path P connecting the two components of [Nx, ]. 
with xl induces a pure cycle of G. Thus G is not a chordal graph. 
Lemma 5.2. The 9raphs G -X l ,  G -x2  and G -x3,1 --X3,2 are chordal graphs. 
Proof. Consider the graph G-  xa. Observe that {A1 \{Xl },A2,A3 } is an independent set 
partition of G - xl in which the union of every two sets induces a forest. By Lemma 
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5.1, c([Nx]) = 1 for any vertex x E Al\{xl}. Thus, by the corollary to Lemma 3.2, 
G-x l  is a chordal graph. Likewise, we can prove that G-x2  and G-x3,1 -x3,2 are 
chordal graphs. [] 
Corollary. I f  C is a pure cycle of G, then {xbx2} C_ V(C) and either x3, 1 ¢ V(C) or 
X3, 2 E V(C). 
Note that c([Nx,]) = 2. Suppose & and $2 are the vertex sets of the components of 
[Nx,]. Let GAx~ denote the graph obtained from G-  xl by adding two vertices y~ 
and y2, and joining Yi to every vertex in Si for i = 1,2. Thus G is the graph obtained 
from G/~xl by identifying yl and Y2. 
Lemma 5.3. The 9raph GA xl is a chordal 9raph and contains four blocks, as shown 
in ri9. 2. 
Proof. We note that {A1 tO {yby2}\{xl},A2,A3} is an independent set partition of the 
graph GAxl in which the union of any two sets induces a forest. Also, in the graph 
GAxl, c([Nx]) = 1 for any vertex x E A1 tO {yl,yz}\{x,}. Thus GAxl is a chordal 
graph by Lemma 3,2 
Let H be a chordal graph with z(H)~< 3. Then a vertex x in H is a cut-vertex of 
H iff c([Nx])>~2; and the number of blocks of H is 
b(H)= 1+ ~ (c([Nx])- 1). 
xc V(G) 
It follows, in particular, that GAxl has four blocks, as shown in Fig. 2. [~ 
It is clear that the three cut-vertices of GAXl are Xz,X3,1 and x3,2 (with the possibility 
that x3,1 =x3,2) and each block in GAxl is a 2-tree. By the corollary to Lemma 5.2, 
Yl and y2 must respectively be in two nonadjacent blocks of GAXl. Since G can be 
obtained from GAxl by identifying yl and y2, the structure of G has to be one of the 
two types shown in Fig. 3. We shall now determine the intemal structure of the blocks 
of G. 
Theorem 5.1. A 9raph G is in o~3,1 iff either 
(a) G & a 9raph of Fig 3(a) such that 
(al) [{wl,w2,w3}] ~ /£3; 
Fig. 2. 
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102 W2 W3 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. 
(a2) Gi is a 2-tree for each i=  1,2,3,4 and 
(a3) for all i , j ,k with {i, j ,k} = {1,2,3}, wi and wj are in different colour-classes 
of any 3-colourin9 of Gk ; or 
(b) G is a 9raph of Fi9. 3(b) such that 
(bl)  GI,G2, G 3 and G4 are 2-trees and 
(b2) there is at most one i in {1,2,3,4} such that wi and wi+l are in the same 
colour class of a 3-colourin9 of Gi, where w5 = wl. 
Proof. Necessity: Let G C ,~-3, i. By Lemmas 5.1-5.3 and the above discussion, G has 
its structure as shown in Fig. 3(a) or (b). 
Case 1: G is a graph of Fig. 3(a). 
Clearly, wl,w2,w3,w4 are the only vertices in G such that c([Nw,])>~2 for 
i = 1,2,3,4. We have (al).  By the corollary to Lemma 5.2, G1,G2, G3 and G4 are 
chordal graphs. As they are 2-connected, they must be 2-trees. Thus (a2) holds. Sup- 
pose (a3) does not hold. Then there is a Gi, say G1, such that w2 and w3 are in the 
same colour class of a 3-colouring of GI. It follows that G1 is a 2-tree of order at 
least 4 and is uniquely 3-colourable. Thus, for any 3-colouring of G, w2 and w3 are 
in the same colour class. Let {B1,Bz,B3} be an independent set partition of G and 
w4 C B3. Then e([B1 UB2]) = 2 and c(G-  Bi) = 2 if wz, w3 C Bi for i = 1 or 2, and 
c([B1 UB2]) = 3 if wz,w3 E B3. This is, however, a contradiction. Thus we have (a3). 
Case 2. G is a graph of Fig. 3(b). 
By the corollary to Lemma 5.2, Gi is a chordal graph for each i = 1,2, 3, 4. Since the 
Gi's are 2-connected, they must be 2-trees. Thus we have (bl).  Suppose (b2) fails to 
hold. Then there are two subgraphs Gi and Gj such that wi and wi+l (respectively, wj 
and wj+l ) are in the same colour class of a 3-colouring of Gi (respectively, Gj). Thus 
Gi and Gj are 2-trees of order at least 4 and are uniquely 3-colourable. This implies 
that for any 3-colouring of G, wi and wi+l (respectively, wj and wj+a ) are in the same 
colour class. Let {B1,B2,B3 } be an independent set partition of G. If  wi, Wi+l, wj, wj÷ 1 
are in a set Bk, then [BkUBt] contains a cycle for some t; ifwi, wi+l E Bk and wj, wj+l E 
Bt, where t ¢k ,  then [Bk U Bt] contains a cycle. This is, however, a contradiction. Thus 
we have (b2). 
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Fig. 4. 
Sufficiency: Assume that G is a graph of Fig.3(a) satisfying (al)-(a3). It is easy to 
check that z(G)  = 3. Let A1,A2,A3 be the three colour classes of a 3-colouring of G. 
Direct verification shows that G with {Aa,A2,A3} satisfies (F). Thus G C ~3. Since 
wl,w2,w3 and w4 are the only vertices in G having the property that c([Nw,])>>,2, we 
have G E ~3,1 by (2) in Section 2. 
The proof for the other case is similar. [] 
By Theorem 5.1, we may partition o~3,~ into the following three families: o'~3,1,1 
is the family of graphs of Fig. 3(a), J~3,1,2 is the family of graphs of Fig. 3(b) 
having exactly one subgraph Gi in which the two vertices wi and wi, are in the 
same colour class of a 3-colouring of Gi, and ~-3,l,3 = o~\(o~3,1,1 U ~3,1,2). The 
structures of the graphs in ~-3,1,2 and ~3,1,3 are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), 
respectively. 
Corollary 1. Let G E ~3,1. Then G contains a cut-vertex iff G E ~3,1,1. 
Corollary 2. For G C ~3,1, 
P(G, 3)~. - { 223 
/ fGE  o~3, l l, 
/f G E ~3,1,2, 
tf G E o~3,1,3. 
Corollary 3. Let G E o~3,1. Then 2~<x(G)~<3; and x(G) = 2 iff G TM C4. 
6. Chromaticity 
In this section, we shall apply the results established in Section 5 to discuss in 
general the chromaticity of the graphs in ~-3,1, and prove in particular that the graph 
W(n, n - 3) obtained from the wheel Wn of order n by deleting all but n - 3 consecutive 
spokes is ;g-unique if n is even and n >~6. 
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Let z(G) denote the number of different independent set partitions with x(G) sets 
of a graph G. We begin with the following simple observation which follows directly 
from the definition. 
Lemma 6.1. (1 If G E Ym, then x(G)<~m. 
(2) [f iG E #Tin and z(G) = m, then z(G)>~2. 
Lemma 6.2. Let G E ~m,h be such that z(G) = m and z(G) = 2. I f  H is a graph 
such that H ~ G, then H E /Tm, h. 
Proof. Since H ~ G, we have v(H) = v(G), e(H) = e(G) and x(H) = z(G) = m. 
Let {BI,B2 . . . . .  Bm} be an independent set partition of H. As 
P(H,m) P(G,m) 
z (H)  . . . .  z(G) = 2, 
m! m! 
we have 
c([BiUBj])<~m+ 1. 
I <~i<j<~m 
Since e(H)  = e(G) = (m - 1)n - ('~) - 1 by Lemma 2.1, it follows that among all 
the subgraphs of the form [Bi U Bj], one is a forest with two components and the 
rest are trees. Thus H E O~m. Since t (H)= t(G), we have p(H)= p(G)= h, and so 
H E,~m.h. [] 
We are now ready to show that for each k = 1,2, the family ~3,1,k is closed 
under ' ~ ' .  
Theorem 6.1. I f  H & a graph such that H ~ G for some G E ~3,1,k, then H E ~-3,1,~-, 
where k = 1, 2. 
Proof. By Corollaries 2 and 3 to Theorem 5.1, we have z(G) = 3 and z(G) = 2. 
By Lemma 6.2, H E ~-~3,1. By Corollary 2 to Theorem 5.1, H E ,~-3,~,~ U ~3,~,2. 
Since H contains a cut-vertex iff G does, the result follows by Corollary 2 to 
Theorem 5.1. [] 
Let G be a graph. A subset S of V(G) is called a complete cut-set if [S] is a 
complete subgraph of G and c(G - S) > c(G). It is obvious that if G contains a 
simplicial vertex x with d(x) > 0, then G contains a complete cut-set. For graphs G 
in ,~-3,1,2, the converse of  the above statement is also true. 
Lemma 6.3. Let G E ~3,1,2. Then G contains a complete cut-set iff G contains a 
simplicial vertex o f  degree 2. 
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Proof. We need only to prove the necessity. Suppose A is a complete cut-set of G, 
and G' and G" are two proper subgraphs of G such that V(G ~) A V(G") = A and 
V(G ~) U V(G") = V(G) and E(G') U E(G") = E(G). Since every pure cycle of G 
contains wi for each i = 1, 2, 3,4, G ~ or G" must be a chordal graph, say G ~. By 
Lemma 3.1, G' contains a simplicial vertex x in V(G')\A. Evidently, x is a simplicial 
vertex of G. Since G is 2-connected and z(G) = 3, d(x) = 2. [] 
Before establishing our next result, we first state Whitney's broken-cycle theorem. 
Let G be a graph and let fl: E(G) --~ {1, 2 .... ,e(G)} be an arbitrary bijection. Given 
a cycle C in G, choose e E E(C) such that fl(e) > fl(x) for each x C E(C)\{e}. We 
call the path C - e a broken cycle induced by ft. 
Lemma 6.4 (Whitney's broken-cycle theorem [14]). Let G be a graph of order n and 
let fl: E(G)-~ {1,2 .. . . .  e(G)} be a bijection. Then 
rt--1 
P(G, 2) = ~(-1) ih i2  "-i, 
i=0 
where hi is the number of spanning subgraphs of G that have exactly i edges and 
that contain no broken cycles induced by ft. 
Let G be a graph in '~3,1,2 (see Fig.4(a)). Since d(x3,1,x3,2)>~2 in G, any pure cycle 
of G is of order at least 5. For r~>5, let ~3,1,2,r be the family of graphs in ~3,1,2 
whose shortest pure cycles are of order r, and ~-~3",1,2,r the family of graphs in ~3,1,2,r 
which contain no complete cut-sets. Denote by tr(G) the number of pure cycles of order 
r inG.  
Lemma 6.5. Let G be a graph of order n in ~3,1,2,r. Suppose 
and 
Then 
n-1  
P(G, 2) = ~ ( -  1)ihi)~n-i, 
i=0  
n 
~,()~ - -  1)4(,~ - -  2)"-4 = ~ (--1)iai)~ n+l-i. 
i=0 
~ ai if O<~i < r-- 1, 
hi 
ar-l - tr(G) if i = r -  1. 
Proof. As G E ,~3,1,2,r ,  G has the structure shown in Fig. 4(a). Consider the graph 
GAxl.  Observe that 
P(GAxl ,2)  = 2(2 - 1)4(2 -- 2) n-4. 
The result now follows readily by the broken-cycle theorem. [] 
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Combining Theorem 6.1 with Lemma 6.5, we arrive at the following: 
Theorem 6.2. I f  H is a graph such that H ,,~ G Jor some graph G E ,~3,1,2,r, then 
H E ,~-3,1,2.~ and tr(H) = t~(G), where r>~5. 
The following problem was proposed in [7]. Which graphs of the form W(n,k) ,  
where n ~> 6 and k = n - 3, n - 4 . . . . .  are z-unique? We shall settle the problem for the 
case when k = n - 3 and n is even. First of all, we have: 
Lemma 6.6. ~3",1,2,5 = {W(n,n -  3) In  is even, n>~6}. 
Proof. Obviously, {W(n,n  - 3)In is even ,n >~6} C ~3",1,2,5. 
Let G E ~-3",i,2,5- Then G has the structure as shown in Fig.4(a), where Gi "~ K2 for 
i = 1, 2, 3, and G4 contains exactly two simplicial vertices x3,1 and x3,2 whose distance 
is 2. Thus G "~ W(n, n -  3) for an even integer n, n >~ 6. [] 
We are now in a position to establish our final main result. 
Theorem 6.3. For any even integer n, n>~6, the graph W(n ,n -  3) is x-unique. 
Proof. Let H be a graph such that H ,,~ W(n,n - 3). By Lemma 6.6 and Theorem 
6.2, H E ~73,J,2,5. If H contains a complete cut-set, then by Lemma 6.3, G contains 
a simplicial vertex of degree 2, which implies that (2 -  2)2 ]P(H,2), a contradiction. 
~-* By Lemma 6.6, H "~ W(n,n - 3). [] ThusHE,  3,1,2,5. = 
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